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It is a self-evident truth that traces of historical, military and cultural heritage of Central Asia subsist in Ottoman 
Empire. One of these traces is “armour”, a dress made up of iron and wire plates which is worn to protect from weapons like 
arrow, sword, bolt etc. In this study, by taking into consideration Kyrgyz and Ottoman armies, armour and terms explaining 
armour will be emphasised.  
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Introduction 
As a well known fact, Turks used to utilize light weapons like arrow, bow and sword widely and efficiently 

since the ancient times. Interaction with various cultures in throughout history enlarged the range of weapons 
used. It is possible to observe this fact in Ottoman army. While using weapons such as rifle, kargı (bolt), cıda 
gönder, spear, staff (mace, war clup), merlin, catapult, hatchet, knife and dagger in order to combat, need for 
defence is taken into consideration and in this respect shield, tolga1 (war helmet) and armour are used2.  

As a Persian term, armour3 has become a general name for protection suit used by a number of race and 
states in the east and west especially Turks in order to protect from drilling war equipments like sword, arrow 
and bolt. On the other hand, although raw materials of armours differ in types (metal, leather, cloth), a number of 
different names were used to represent this defence garment. Yarık, soot (sovut), olpok, kübö, çarayna, 
şarpıldak, cebe and bürüme are some of these examples.  

About armour 
It is possible to insert that two kinds of armour were used widely in ancient Turks. One of them was called 

“kübö yarık” and the other one was called “say yarık”. “Kübö yarık” referred to the armour type which covered 
whole body, whereas “say yarık” was a term used to imply only iron breastplate4. 

In related literature, kübö is defined as “arrow-proof ton”, namely outfit5. Besides, this term was used to 
indicate precious and expensive outfits. The reason for such identification is the fact that kübö was made up of 
cotton and sewed with thick silk cloth. In middle age, only those with financial power were able to wear a dress 
as such. Thus, kübö was classified in itself according to its quality as Ak Kübö, Kök Kübö, Kıl Kübö and Kübö 
Ton6.  

In Epic of Manas, belonging to Kyrgyz Turks, term “kübö” was mentioned. Despite not being defined 
precisely and clearly in the epic, there were considerable information about war garments and equipments. 
Accordingly, “kübö” which was sewed with thick silk cloth using cotton and “olpok”7 which was made up of 
thick silk and used as an armour, were among soldier harness. Also in the epic, a garment called “çalbar” which 
was made from leather of wild goat as another soldier harness8. Apart from these, according to the epic, Kyrgyz 
people used to use “çarana”9 which was a breastplate made up of metal plates and also another armour 
“şarpıldağı”10 which was made up of leather. They used shields to get protected from arrows and swords and in 
order to protect their heads they utilize a helmet called “tuulga”. In the Epic of Manas, it is seen that women had 
a profound role in production of soldier harnesses and equipments. According to the epic, Kanıkey –wife of 
Manas- provided soldier harnesses for forty çoro of Manas11. 
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In the epic, while there was some information about physical powers of Manas who was described as a 
baatır (hero), there was also information about his garments, weapons and his horse12. The armour of Manas, 
“Ak kübö”, was obviously a symbol for his bravery, his power, his reign and his prosperity. This fact was 
articulated in the epic as such: 

“The horse he’s riding, Ak Kula 
The garment he’s wearing, Ak Kübö 
Ak kula, not equal to any horses 
Ak Kübö, not vulnerable to any arrows”13 
Among Kyrgyz, along with the term “kübö”, also the term “soot”14 was used to indicate armour. In 

dictionaries, meaning of soot is “chain armour”. Here what is meant to indicate is obviously the armour produced 
via combining chain rings. However, we can understand from a saying in Kyrgyz public folklore; “Ak soot has 
collar with no sleeves, true words have pain with no hostility” that this garment has a collar with no collars15. 

In Ottoman military organization and culture, armour presents a more complex structure. In Ottoman 
Empire, armour used to consist of a combination of such parts as helmet (tulga) to protect head, armoured 
breastplate to put on, brassard, gloves and knee pad, and this combination was called “armour suit”16.  

One of the most common terms used to indicate armour was “cebe”. This term is defined as “armour worn 
at war”17 and it is possible to come across with various implications in related literature about this Mongolian 
term. There have been various expressions in the work, Secret History of Mongols, firstly defined as “war 
equipment, weapon”18, also defined as such “armour made in round shape” or “cevşen (armour), not in a single 
piece, sometimes leather sweater”19, and “armour of a single piece and worn for protecting against enemy 
attacks in battle, thick leather cloth”20. The word cebe was generally used as cevşen along with “cebe vü 
cevşen”21. However, there is no trace of such expression22. 

Cebeci was called as “zeredkaş” among Mamelukes and as “bekter” by Ottomans at the end of 15th century 
and in the beginning of 16th century. Referring the name cebe, the organisation for producing weapons and other 
war equipments for janissaries was called as “Cebeci organisation”. Today the word cephane (cebehane or 
ammunition) comes from this relation23.  

One of various armour types used by Ottomans is “bürüme”. It is highly possible that bürüme originated 
from Turkish verb “bürümek, sarmak” (to cover up, wrap)24. According to Mehmet Zeki Pakalın, bürüme is one 
of the wraps covering helmet and it took this name because it was wrapped over the head and later on called as 
“wrapping turban”, also people having feudal more than 3 thousand lucre wrapped these turbans25. However, 
concerning the fact that armour covers up the body of a soldier against enemy attacks, the word bürüme (wrap) 
seems to identify armour clearly. On the other hand, according to Nicoara Beldiceanu bürüme was a type of 
armour26. 
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In certain Turkish dialects, also, bürüme bears the same meaning. The fact that there is bürüme, cover up 
27word in Turkish dialects and in Kyrgyz language there is “katlamak”28 (fold up) verb, namely there is 
“bürmölö” word which means “covering by wrapping” prefigures that this word has central Asian roots. Also 
another fact strengthen this possibility; that there is a collar type chosen by elder women in Kyrgyz people which 
is called “bürmö caka” namely “a dress type sewed by swapping its collar”29.  

There has not been enough information concerning quality and characteristics of armour called bürüme in 
literature. However especially in compositions books about 15th century, it is possible to come across with record 
related to this term30. As a known fact, feudal people were obliged to supply cebelü for the state. Cebelü, a word 
related to cebe, was used as “armoured soldier”31. Those Cebelü group were slaved bought by cavalryman in 
cash or those captured during war. Annual income of cavalryman used to be about 1.000-19.999 lucre according 
to his service degree. And cavalryman had to grow a cebelü for each 3.000 of that amount32. In this sense, 
bürüme is term referring to own armours of huge feudal owners33. According to some record confirmed, 
cavalryman with annual income of 3,000 lucre would come to campaign armoured and having bring armoured 
soldiers, as written as “their bürüme and one cebelü”34. 

Features of Armours and Their Usage 
Discoveries of Y. S. Hudyakov who has been carrying out research on ancient Turks’ war equipment 

showed us that there were arrows, bows, iron arrowheads used for long distances, sharp cavalry swords and 
armours used for protections in battles, and these were inherited from Avars and Aşına family reign period 
located in Mountainous Altay area. According to information given by him, armour found in Berel area of 
Mountainous Altay was arranged by wrapping iron plates with a leather belt; moreover between 7th and 10th 
centuries spangled armoured shirts used for defence at wars were covered on the body with leather belts35. 

Along with Y. S. Hudyakoy, M. B. Gorelik also provides interesting information concerning armours. 
According to his findings, iron and thick leathers were used for armour production among Central Asian 
nomadic tribes. Yet, animal skin gained a wooden solidity after it dried. In armour made from leather, plates of a 
hand size were prepared and by boring 8 holes around very strong belts were prepared. Putting belts in a ladder 
structure, thinner girders were connected with other plates. When plated got cleaned, even people could see their 
reflections36. There were two types of armour: Lameryar (metal, leather) and laminar (metal)37. Such garments 
had been used till the beginning of 19th and 20th century in Central and Eastern Asia especially in Mongolia, 
Tibet, China and Japan38. 

When it comes to armours used in Ottoman Empire, Ottoman armours bear a great deal of resemblance to 
Mameluke armours in form and material in 15th and 16th centuries. Generally chain sewing style was used in 
Ottoman armours. Front, under-arm and back sides of the armour were strengthen with long rectangular steel 
plates. Moreover, for protection of arms they inserted “kolçak” (brassard) between elbow and wrist. These kinds 
of chain sewed armours were more useful when compared with European armours. These armours provided 
more mobility and got less heated and allow body to take air through holes. Also one could wear other clothes in 
order to get protected from cold weather. After 17th century, completely chain-sewed armours were in demand39. 

General Evaluation 
As indicated above, Central Asian nomadic tribes especially Turks used to utilize various protective 

garments as a means of protection from weapons at battles throughout related historical period. While some of 
those garments were produced from animal skins, according to financial power status they consist of chain rings 
or iron plates. However, it is good to mention that both as a sign of cultural durability and as a result of its ease 
of use and lightness, in Ottomans armours, called knitted armours and made through chain rings, were more 
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widely used. Moreover, in time these knitted armours gained a more complex structure and armours, helmets 
reached their artisanal peaks with little ornament implemented in them.  

Armours were also used to refer a symbol for domination and power. Especially nations using armours 
made up of metal gained more success in dominating rivals in battlefields comparing other nations. However 
throughout Eurasian History, the power, which had established empires in the middle of nomadic tribes and 
which dominated other settled nations, is the armoured cavalry army40. Owning a real military unit, namely 
armoured cavalry army, was equal to dominate various tribes and domineer them. In this respect, Turks who 
were dominators of Eurasia managed to carry out this success to the farthest points of Asia and even to lands of 
Balkans and Europe.  
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